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About This Game

MYSTIFYING WORD ADVENTURE!

Discover the lost art of “speech”

Enter the ruined tower of Babel in search of the long lost art of „speech“. Unravel the many mysteries contained within, create
powerful artifacts, battle daunting foes and build up your hero’s powers – all through the power of words!

•50 unique stages with different, challenging enemies and monsters
•Entertaining story setting from 1001 Arabian nights

•Magic Boost Board with individual unlock special abilities
•Fun alchemy system: Mix different ingredients and create powerful potions

•3 different difficulties each with its own, unique special rules
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word wonders the tower of babel

Pretty decent game i ike the concept and the bullet patterns and the objective is pretty cool.

The character designs are pretty cool the music is nicey done.

"DSW still keeps the crown but if you keep this game up its just as good". only played it for a short amount of time but there is
almost nothing to do , would be cool to see some new feutures later on.
best of luck with the game ill check it out every now & then.

now some nagging on the achievements... wt* ?coins every 500 up till 100k spend but i can get past that but you have that with
fountains & monstersouls & deaths also and deaths goes up till 500 and youll get a achivement every 10 deaths ... This game is
fun and decent graphics.. Note to those that are long time fans of the game and considering this as a skin for the Last Stand
game type. This does not change the model of either the captain or the dreadnought you can summon in Last Stand, which is a
shame because both look amazing!. This isnt a real game, the hitboxes on the obsticals are horrible and you can't even get past
the first level. All it is is an achivement farming game. I dont recommend it unless you are an achievement farmer.. You know
these 'archeology games' where the language puzzles are so obvious that they are just an insult to your intelligence.

Heaven's Vault is completely different. In fact the first translation you see is given without any hints whatsoever what the
characters might mean. You just have to guess. Like you would in real life. And then find more pieces that refer to the same
words or symbols, and refine your guesses, or realize that you gone down a completely wrong route.

As time progresses and your list of words grows you start to see patterns and after a while it becomes easier and easier to
recognize unknown words. After about 300 words I would say I have a 99% accuracy rating now. This deduction is extremely
satisfying, and once you can read a word made out of a dozen characters you feel like you accomplished something real.

The story also is pretty well thought out. At the start it makes little sense, and even at the end of the first walkthrough you might
feel there are bits that still don't quite add up. But as you play repeatedly you gain more information and eventually the whole
world and history will come together and make perfect sense.

Now this game might not be for everyone
- The game is slow, very slow. There is a lot of slow walking and sailing. Personally I don't mind this as there is constant banter
between the main character and her sidekick robot during those long walk but some people might find this frustrating.
- You will not know the full story after the first walkthrough. Or the second, or the third even. As with real archeology, there
will always be unanswered questions, guessed, false premises, etc. But that is part of the game and it will encourage you to play
again, try different approaches, see if the findings across multiple timelines confirm each other or not, etc.
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I wish there was a "so-so" button on here, because that's what this DLC is: pretty so-so.

You get a pretty nice inclusion of classic wrestlers like the Von Erichs, The Fabulous Freebirds, Papa Shango and The
Godfather, a few repeats of Sting (a total of 5 repeats of Sting?!), DDP, Bret Hart, Big Boss Man, Big Show, Cactus Jack, and
Ric Flair, and two classic female wrestlers, Jacqueline and Ivory. With that, you get several classic arenas and some classic title
belts.

But the showcase isn't bad because it's short (which it is criminally so). It's poor, in my opinion, because you don't win a lot of
the matches. Out of 7 matches, 4 are losses at the end. It's so unsatisfying to play your butt off and get a crummy payoff.

The only reason I give this a thumbs up is because it added some classic faces that needed to be recognized, and some great
attires and arenas.

I can only hope 2k18 flushes out its Showcase with more substantial storylines and memorable angles. And maybe we can get rid
of Cole and Lawler commentating them. But that's just me hoping on the last one.. I am completely captivated by this game.
There's so much to say about it, and so few words that really seem to do it justice. What's a good word... sublime. Yes. This
game has a spirit of its own, an atmosphere, an existence, a character.

The world and characters are beautiful, detailed, and compelling. It's funny, sad, bizarre, strange, manic, and melancholic. I was
entranced from start to finish, despite swearing I'd only try it for a few minutes. I can't recommend it enough. I absolutely can
not wait to see where it goes from here.

Best five dollars I can remember spending.. Great Game!. To sum it up; this game is exciting to play, offers a lot of semi
repetitive play that makes you play again wondering what will show up next run, and beautiful pixelish graphics for a low price
BUT all these positives are shadowed by a rather unbalanced game that has a extremely WIDE range of RNG. When Crux
outpaced my character I knew the recommendation this game was getting.. Didn't like it, no training. Too fast start. In its
current state i wouldnt reccomend, \u00a311 for game that needs so muhc more to even be worth a buy, as a free game i could
see it being fun but for now id say stay clear untill its more fleshed out. I have played Dofus since about 2004. I stopped playing
yesterday, Christmas of 2016, because a forum moderator banned me from the Ankama forum on Christmas when I explained
in my own words what Christmas was about in a reply to a "Happy Holidays" forum thread started by another forum moderator.
The moderator who banned me wrote a nasty letter to me blatantly insulting and persecuting me and Christianity. I told Ankama
that as a result of this mistreatment of me, a loyal paying customer of about a decade -- and I have spent many thousands of
dollars and so much time playing and contributing to the community -- Ankama denying or otherwise supporting this religious
persecution of myself and other Christians, they have lost a customer. Let me be clear that Ankama supports International
Human Rights violations and misdemeanors and felonies -- and when you are their victim, you have no recourse except to stop
playing their game. Ankama does not issue refunds, nor have they shown any concern for the thoughts of players; they say one
thing and then turn around and do the opposite; they lie to your face. Their business is run as a fascist regime, and players must
fall into line or be made to suffer. My recourse is that they have lost my business.

Dofus was fun for about 10 years, but the very low population in players among the English communities, the complete arrogant
elitism of their French company (they are so extremely arrogant in their nationalism, I cannot even explain to you except
through citing the stereotypical Frenchman, you would not even believe me if I told you how bloated this French elitism they
exhibit is -- for example, they make excuses to IP block everyone from other countries), the lack of respect towards players by
their customer service and community managers, and their history of initiating changes that completely ruin the fun of gameplay
styles makes this game and any association with this company a disappointing experience for thousands of French and non-
French players like myself over the history of the game. Their stifling of free speech is disheartening, and the nasty attitudes of
moderators and community managers is seriously off-putting. The community manager Izmar is usually friendly, but
experiences with the rest have almost always been upsetting and disappointing for me and those players who have shared their
experiences with me.

I honestly highly advise the Steam community to stay away from Ankama and Dofus. This is a gaming experience that will
cause you harm and no good at all. And if you give them money, you become an even worse-off target in their crosshairs. Do
yourself a favor and invest neither time nor money in this game or its company. They are going down the drain, so obviously
headed toward bankruptcy and ruin, so don't let yourself get flushed down the toilet with them. You will not have any fun
installing and playing Dofus. And God help you if you use their web sites at all. They are a basket of vipers and you will get a
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snake bite if you let them see you.. Nope. Not a 30$ game. It's a Max Payne 2 wannabe. Terrible...absolutely terrible!. Once
upon a time,
Came a broken train,
Then it got fixed,
If you buy it again.

Now DTG have your money,
They thought it would be funny,
Enjoy your new train,
Because it's exactly the same.
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